SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS: NURSE ASSISTANT WRITTEN KNOWLEDGE EXAMINATION

Mark the letter of the option that best answers each question.

1. **What procedure should a Certified/Licensed Nursing Assistant/Nurse Aide (CNA/LNA/NA) follow when meeting a resident for the first time?**
   A. Ask the resident how they are feeling and when they will be discharged.
   B. Introduce themselves and ask to see resident’s name band.
   C. Ask the resident about their family and friends.
   D. Explain the task that will be performed.

2. **A Certified/Licensed Nursing Assistant/Nurse Aide (CNA/LNA/NA) is walking a visually impaired resident in the hallway.**
   What should the CNA/LNA/NA do?
   A. Hold the resident by the hand while walking with them.
   B. Bring a wheelchair to allow the resident to rest.
   C. Describe where they are going and anything in their path.
   D. Ask other residents to avoid using the hallway at that time.

3. **A Certified/Licensed Nursing Assistant/Nurse Aide (CNA/LNA/NA) overhears residents complaining about the lack of activities available. Where should the CNA/LNA/NA recommend the residents voice their concerns?**
   A. Morning coffee hour.
   B. Business office.
   C. Ice cream social.
   D. Residents’ council meeting.

4. **A Certified/Licensed Nursing Assistant/Nurse Aide (CNA/LNA/NA) finishes caring for a resident.**
   Which infection control action should the CNA/LNA/NA always take before leaving the room?
   A. Sanitize the door knob.
   B. Remind the resident to wash hands.
   C. Sanitize the overbed table.
   D. Wash his or her own hands.

5. **A new resident has just been admitted to a Skilled Nursing Facility.**
   Which set of steps should a Certified/Licensed Nursing Assistant/Nurse Aide (CNA/LNA/NA) take?
   A. Orient the resident to their room, complete a personal belonging’s list, and measure the resident’s vital signs, height and weight.
   B. Greet the resident by name, send all personal belongings home with family members, and orient the resident to their room.
   C. Provide for privacy, introduce the resident to roommate, and arrange for the resident’s family to visit the following week.
   D. Learn which activities the resident prefers, orient the resident to visiting hours, and encourage the resident to take a nap.
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